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COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/201790 ALIYA AIMOLDINAINTRODUCTIONToday, with the increased globalization of the world economy andthe internationalization of business contacts, there is an obviousturn towards cross-cultural studies of business communication andbusiness discourse (Bargiela-Chiappini and Nickerson, 2003;Gibson, 2005; Palmer-Silveira & al., 2007; O’Rourke & Tuleja, 2008,etc.). Particularly, the issues of effective business writing as the keyelement in successful international business relations betweenbusiness partners (Pilegaard, 1997; Wang, 2010; Incelli 2013; Sulei-menova and Burkitbayeva, 2009; Burkitbayeva, 2005, etc.) are ofspecial significance in linguistic studies both in Kazakhstan andabroad. Cross-cultural professional communication among busi-ness community members assumes a proper mutualcommunicative behavior which leads to the development of mutu-ally beneficial professional cooperation. It requires appropriatediscursive competences and the ability to understand the view-point of business partners belonging to different socioculturalstrata of the international business community. Therefore,in-depth analysis of language variations in a particular setting suchas written cross-cultural business communication, where interac-tion is expected to be precise and concise, has been brought toprominence.As many scholars postulate, sometimes the cultural norms of thefirst language writing conventions are transferred to the secondlanguage resulting in pragmatic failure (Ziran and Zhuang, 1986; Yaand Ling, 2002; Ya, 2001; Zamborlin, 2007; Zhenbin, 2007, etc.), i.e.,miscommunication and misunderstandings or “the failure to theinability to understand what is meant by what is said” (Thomas,1983, p. 91). It is noted that lingua franca communication is particu-larly susceptible to pragmatic failures, because the participants’command of the language is imperfect, “there is little intersubjec-tivity, or certainty about sharedness, and the speakers’ linguisticimperfections are likely to diverge from each other’s” (Mauranen,2011, p. 239). Thomas identifies two types of pragmatic failure, i.e.,pragmalinguistic failure and sociopragmatic failure. In most casespragmalinguistic failures occur “when speech act strategies areinappropriately transferred from L1 to L2”, whereas sociopragmat-ic failures are “the result of a failure to identify a situationcorrectly” (Umale, 2005, p. 20). 



FIRST LANGUAGE INFLUENCE ON NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS’ BUSINESS WRITING…ALIYA AIMOLDINA 91This finding mirrors similar findings from numerous interlan-guage studies which show that these cross-cultural communicationbreakdowns may have both social and economic consequences, i.e.,a decline in work satisfaction, interpersonal conflicts, racialtension, a drop in productivity, and even retrenchment (Clyne, Balland Neil, 2011). In addition, improper interpretation of businessmessages may lead to the failure of business transactions, waste offinancial assets, or legal responsibility. For instance, according tothe ELISE (1996–1998) and the ELUCIDATE (1999–2000) projects’results, the lack of cross-cultural skills of the European trademanagers are one of the main reasons for a large business loss(Hagen, 2001). Some researchers (Black, Gregersen and Menden-hall, 1992; Adler, 2002; Ferraro, 2010) believe that communicationbreakdowns in cross-cultural settings are mostly caused by theinability to decode and recognise “different ways of thinking andbehaving, rather than by inadequate professional practice(Garcia-Yest, 2013, p. 197). The overall aim of this study is to detect reasons for communica-tion breakdowns and pragmatic failures in business letters inEnglish written by Kazakhstani business professionals to theirinternational business partners. The study aims to explore possiblereasons for identified pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic failuresdetermined by vastly different cultural expectations incommunication. In this paper we shall first introduce the reader with theresearch methodology and the main findings of the analysis in rela-tion to the communication strategies used by Kazakhstani businessprofessionals. Extracts will be taken from the corpora to illustratethe most obvious examples. This article will end in examination ofrelevant limitations and suggestions for further research and studyin conclusion.
METHODOLOGYWe have analysed a corpus of business letters in English written byKazakhstani business professionals from international, national,and foreign companies to their native English-speaking businesspartners. These business letters were written during the period ofthree years, from January 2013 to December 2016. The pragmaticfailures and different types of communication breakdowns were



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/201792 ALIYA AIMOLDINAidentified qualitatively from contrastive text linguistic and prag-malinguistic perspectives. The corpus comprizing 200 businessletters was selected from a larger corpus comprizing 400 lettersfrom four financial, five manufacturing, and five service companieslocated in Astana, Almaty, Atyrau, and Aktau. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION All business letters examined in the present study involved topicsrelated to the business context in which these participants interact.These letters are generally institutionally sanctioned because insome cases they force the interlocutor to do something that he/shewould not originally do. The results of the present study indicatethat the business professionals’ letters can easily put these special-ists out of status as they often fail to see deference principles andtend to assume compliance on the part of the addressee (Brown andLevinson 1978, 1987).Based on the existing classifications of the main causes ofcommunication breakdowns (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1986,Thomas, 1983 et al.), the following factors of pragmatic failures(which are relevant for this study) have been identified, i.e. the lackof business professionals’ language skills; national and culturaldifferences of business communicators, i.e. cognitive aspects ofeach business communicator (belonging to different nationalcultures), and various pragmatic factors (discursive failures).The present study found a number of examples which demon-strate discrepancies in the business communication participants’cultural and linguistic background, which make the communica-tion process more complicated. In this research, a pragmatic failureapplies to, on the one hand, misunderstandings between peoplewho failed to decode the meaning of their interlocutor’s state-ments, and, on the other hand, the construction of statements outof context, situation and traditions of a particular cultural andlinguistic space that occurred between people from differentspeech communities (Charlebois, 2003). Using direct strategies in this kind of business correspondencesuch as request letters, or inquiry letters, which are atypical of theEnglish-language business correspondence, can lead to pragmaticfailures and communication breakdowns since the recipient mayregard this statement rude and too straightforward. In such kind of



FIRST LANGUAGE INFLUENCE ON NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS’ BUSINESS WRITING…ALIYA AIMOLDINA 93asymmetrical business communication, the principles of deferencepoliteness (Brown and Levinson, 1987) of native speakers of Englishare usually shown through the imposition, sufficient mitigation,and a preference for conventional indirectness (Economi-dou-Kogetsidis, 2011). As shown in the example below, theKazakhstani managers used a quite categorical request form, whichled to the pragmatic failure:Dear, [Full Name]!I want you to send me the documents right now.Dear [First Name]!Immediately send an invitation with the cost of tuition andaccommodation.In the examples above the statements sound inappropriate andimpolite to the English language speakers due to their directness,e.g. “Immediately send an invitation” without the marker “please” as amitigator, sounds like an order, or a demand rather than a request.Correspondingly, the use of words “right now” or “immediately”instead of “at your earliest convenience”, which is a conventionalstable phrase in English business correspondence, adds a tone ofimpoliteness to the letter. In other examples of the examined busi-ness letters, different direct questions have been used, which arenot typical for the English-speaking business communicators, e.g.“Did you get my visa application?”, “I need to know...”, or ellipticalsentences: “any news?”, “any comments?”, etc. This might be due todifferent cultural background and a lack of linguistic competenceof Kazakhstani business professionals. Although such businessmessages in the Kazakh and Russian language are acceptable, theycan lead to pragmatic failures in the English business communica-tion. This can be seen in the reply letter, where theEnglish-speaking business professional responded in accordancewith the accepted standards of his/her business culture:Dear [Full name],Thank you for your email. Please be reminded that it usually takes about twoweeks to process business visa applications. In certain cases, visa processingtimes can be completed in two days at additional cost of 100$. Should you de-cide to have your visa application processed faster, please make an onlinepayment (See payment instructions in the Payment section on the Embassysite). Once the payment is made, scan the receipt and send it to this email ad-dress. Please, also include the address of the nearest DHL office in your city of



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/201794 ALIYA AIMOLDINAresidence where you would like your passport to be delivered for pick-upshould your visa is granted.Sincerely,[Full Name]Following the rules of writing in Kazakh and Russian businesscorrespondence, there was the improper use of the exclamationmark and comma after the salutation (“Dear, [Full Name]!”). In busi-ness English writing, a comma is not put before and after theaddressee’s names, while the exclamation mark is rarely seenunless it is a letter to a close friend “Hey you!” or “Hey [First name]!”.In business British English, the greeting is always followed by acomma, e.g., “Dear [First name],” while in the American-Englishlanguage, only a personal letter has a comma after the recipientsname, while a business letter has a colon, e.g., “Dear [First name]”,but “Dear Mr. [Last Name]:”. The current study, however, further investigated the forms ofaddress that Kazakhstani business professionals use in their lettersto business partners. These pragmatic failures may not always leadto communicative breakdowns, but can be seen as rather abruptand disrespectful by native speakers of English. The results indicat-ed that business professionals’ correspondence exhibited a widestylistic range in form of address. The forms of address rangedfrom no salutation to more formal “Dear + title + [Last Name]”. Thesefindings show that the omission of the word “Dear” and zero formof address can easily lead to pragmatic failure in this asymmetricalbusiness communication. Here are some more examples:– Misuse of social and professional status of the recipient, for ex-ample, “Mrs.” instead of “Dr.”;– Use of only the recipient’s first name, such as “Dear Dr. John”after the title (full name of the addressee is John Clark);– Mentioning social and professional status of the recipient, suchas “Dear Mr. Director”, etc.;– Use of particular greetings (e.g., Hello, Hi, Good afternoon,etc.), which are atypical of formal business correspondence inEnglish business culture;– Absence of greetings in general.



FIRST LANGUAGE INFLUENCE ON NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS’ BUSINESS WRITING…ALIYA AIMOLDINA 95In the examined business correspondence there were also casesof addressing business partners by using different distance strate-gies. As shown in the example of the first letter Kazakhstanibusiness manager greeted the head of the representative office byusing the form “Dear [First name]”, and then in subsequent lettersthe manager suddenly decided to use a politer way of address bywriting “Dear Mr. [Last name]” to avoid being seemingly distant.This can also be the cause of misunderstanding and communicationbreakdown because in some cases people distance themselves frompeople they do not want to do business with and who they do nottrust. A number of business letters written by Kazakhstani businessprofessionals also show the improper use of active and passivevoice. The use of the passive voice is very common in the Englishlanguage, especially in a strained business correspondence tomaintain a friendly tone. In some business texts written by Kazakh-stani business professionals, the use of active voice has beenreported in constructing sentences according to the generallyaccepted traditions of writing business letters, e.g. “You promised tocomplete the project outline within a week, and you have put us to consid-erable inconvenience through the long delay”. Despite the fact that the meaning of the claimed businessmessage is clear for the English-speaking business professionals,it still causes some communicative discomfort. This communica-tive dissonance happened due to the fact that this communicationwas considered inappropriate from the perspective of the nativeEnglish speaker. Taking into consideration features of English busi-ness culture, it is more appropriate to use the passive voice, e.g.“The project was promised to be completed within a week, and we havebeen put to considerable inconvenience through the long delay”. In thiscase, the focus is on the problem itself, and not the people respon-sible for this issue. It is obvious, that the message is less direct.However, more information is needed to understand this and drawdefinite conclusions on how these constructions are perceived bynative speakers in business settings, respectively.In business correspondence, one of the stumbling blocks arephrases “in future/in the future” which are frequently used in busi-ness correspondence. However, when non-native businessprofessionals talk about the future, they need to choose the rightexpression and not confuse the two phrases, which are differentbecause of the definite article “the”. Thus, the phrase “in future”



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/201796 ALIYA AIMOLDINAmeans “from now on and always”. It regularly appears in the contextof communication between superiors and employees to expressperceptions about their subordinates’ behavior or performance,e.g., “Please be more careful with the numbers in future”, i.e., from thismoment and always. As for the phrase “in the future”, it means “at/from some future point in time”, i.e. “We plan to undertake significantchanges at the marketing department in the future”, i.e., at some pointin the future.Double negatives (or negative concord) in business letters havealso been identified as a cause of communication breakdowns. Forexample: “The preliminary agreement concluded by our organizationswill be considered invalid in case no money is not be transferred to ourbank account by 15 November”. The meaning behind this sentence isthis: “The preliminary agreement concluded by our organizations will beconsidered invalid in case the money is not transferred to our bankaccount by 15 November”. However, because of the double negationused “no money is not transferred”, which was literally translatedfrom the business professional’s first language, according to therules of the English grammar, the recipient of such statementunderstands everything the other way around: “The preliminaryagreement concluded by our organizations will be considered invalid incase the money is transferred to our bank account by 15 November “.For example, in some languages like Spanish, Polish, Hungarian,Kazakh, and Russian, the negative concord (or double negation) isspecifically used to enhance negation while it does not exist inlanguages like English and German. Moreover, it affects the mean-ing of the proposal and creates the opposite effect. This problem isone of the most widespread in the business world (where the mean-ing should always be clearly expressed) and occurs predominantlyamong those professionals whose native language allows a doublenegation. For example, in Russian, this is perfectly acceptable inbusiness correspondence: “If we do not get no money, we terminate theagreement”, but in English you can write this sentence with only onenegation: “If we do not receive the payment, we will terminate the agree-ment” or “If we receive no payment, we will withdraw from theagreement”.The results additionally indicated that irrelevant deatils in thecontent of business letters can also lead to misunderstandings.Despite the fact that in specific business correspondence a specialfocus is on the essential details of the subject matter, not allmentioned details are always relevant for the context:



FIRST LANGUAGE INFLUENCE ON NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS’ BUSINESS WRITING…ALIYA AIMOLDINA 97Good afternoon, dear [Full Name]!Having a gas processing facility in the Kyzylorda region, “[CompanyName]” LLP has proceeded to business, where one of the raw materials is afraction of pentane-hexane.Due to the fact that your organization has developed ILI Kazakh readystandard organization «pentane-hexane fraction» ST TOO 165–1943–07–01–2011, we wrote an official letter to the website of “[Company Name]” LLP ref.Number 101 of 13 July 2012 with a request to give your permission to use theabove mentioned standard by our organization, but the answer is still notreceived.Please send us a formal response to our request.Sincerely,[First Name]This text contains business syntactic constructions difficult forthe English-speaking business professionals. Actually in onesentence several communicative tasks are included: 1) to informthe addressee about running for operation of a gas processing facil-ity; 2) to inform the addressee about the lack of response to theprevious request. In contrast, English business letters differ bysimplified syntactic constructions and simplicity of style. Effect ofperception is achieved by breaking down complex business textinto separate, simple in composition and construction of phrases. CONCLUSION This article deals with pragmatic failures detected in the examinedbusiness letters written by Kazakhstani business professionals inEnglish in cross-cultural business settings. Most of thecross-cultural communication breakdowns we have examined stemfrom pragmatic and discourse rules and not grammatical and/orphonological problems.The present study conducted for the purpose of this article alsoconfirms the increasingly expanding role of the English language inKazakhstani business communication, particularly in written busi-ness communication. It examined forms of address, the degree ofdirectness employed, and the types of structures used by businessprofessionals to achieve their communicative intentions. Theresults of the study indicate that business correspondence ofKazakhstani business specialists exhibits differences in commu-nicative, pragmatic, rhetorical, graphic and stylistic aspects whencompared to the one used by native speakers of English. Non-nativespeakers of the English language, particularly Kazakhstani business



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/201798 ALIYA AIMOLDINAprofessionals, frequently make mistakes in interpreting the expec-tations of their business partners and understanding of the culturalcontext.These findings have also been confirmed by various researchers(Bhatia 1993; Zhu 2005) asserting the fact that non-native speakersof English should have good awareness of national and culturalfeatures of different writing conventions. Therefore, the basis oflanguage structure is also a question of sociocultural structure.Overcoming a language barrier is not enough to ensure effectivecommunication between people of different cultural background.It is necessary to overcome the barrier of national and culturaldifferences as well, since linguistic identity and symbolic semanticsare formed in a particular socio-cultural space that defines world-views, beliefs and values.In this research, we have identified three reasons for pragmaticfailures in written business correspondence: 1. an intertwinementof different national and cultural standards; 2) a mixture of differ-ent functional styles; 3. authors’ lack of knowledge of English(spelling, grammar, lexical errors). As the results of the study show,the main reason was usually the first one – an intertwinement ofnational and cultural standards that leads to misconceptions andmisunderstandings about the writer’s intentions and vice versa.Accordingly, specificity of drafting the text of business correspond-ence at the level of the composite scheme of communicationstrategies and tactics together with the pragmatic structure of thetext, has a significant impact on the effectiveness of written busi-ness communication. In conclusion, the results confirm the need for intensive teach-ing of written business communication at the institutions of highereducation in Kazakhstan.REFERENCES Bargiela-Chiappini, F., & Nickerson, C. (2003). Intercultural business commu-nication: A rich field of studies. Journal of Intercultural Studies, 24(1), 3–15. Bhatia, Vijay K. (1993). Analysing Genre: Language Use in Professional Settings.London: Longman.Blum-Kulka, S., & Olshtain, E. (1986). Too many words: Length of utteranceand pragmatic failure. Studies in second language acquisition, 8(02), 165–179.Brown, P., & Levinson, S. (1978). Universals in language usage: politenessphenomena. In: E. Goody (Ed.), Questions and Politeness (pp. 56–289). Cam-bridge: Cambridge University Press. 
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COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017100 ALIYA AIMOLDINAАЛИЈА АИМОЛДИНАОДЕЉЕЊЕ МОСКОВСКОГ ДРЖАВНОГ УНИВЕРЗИТЕТА ЛОМОНОСОВ У КАЗАХСТАНУ, АСТАНА, КАЗАХСТАНРЕЗИМЕ УТИЦАЈИ МАТЕРЊЕГ ЈЕЗИКА НА ПОСЛОВНУ КОРЕСПОНДЕНЦИЈУ НА СТРА-НОМ ЈЕЗИКУ: КУЛТУРОЛОШКО ИСТРАЖИВАЊЕВеш[ине комуникације и социјализације су о�авезне у савре-меној qословној зајеQници. Немоnућнос[ изражавања и qрено-шења иQеја јасно, концизно и на оQnоварајући начин о[ежава qо-с[изање Qоnовора са qози[ивним исхоQом у међунароQнојqословној сараQњи. Била[ерална [рnовина и економски оQносиизмеђу Казахс[ана и Qруnих земаља су се qро[еклих nоQина кон-[инуирано развијали. Овај раQ се �ави у[ицајима ма[ерњеn јези-ка, који моnу Qовес[и Qо qрекиQа у комуникацији и Qо кул[уро-лошких qраnма[ичких qроqус[а, на основу корqуса оQ 200qословних qисама на енnлеском језику qосла[их из Казахс[анамеђунароQним qословним qар[нерима. Анализирани су случа-јеви који јасно qоказују зна[на неслаnања између кул[уроло-шкоn и језичкоn кон[екс[а nоворних јеQиница, а која комqликујукомуникациони qроцес. РаQ qриказује разлоnе qрекиQа у кому-никацији и qраnма[ичке qроqус[е у qословној коресqоQенцијиукључујући више различи[их кул[уролошких с[анQарQа с[рук-[урноn и линnвис[ичкоn qроцесуирања qословних qисама, ме-шавину различи[их жанрова у јеQном qословном [екс[у са вишекомуника[ивних циљева, неQос[а[ак језичких веш[ина у qо-словној коресqоQенцији на енnлеском језику и слично.КЉУЧНЕ РЕЧИ: усqешна qословна комуникација, ин[еркул[урална анализа,qраnма[ички qроqус[и, qрекиQ у комуникацији, qословни све[,qословна коресqонQенција.Овај чланак је о�јављен и Qис[ри�уира се qоQ лиценцом Creative CommonsАу[орс[во-Некомерцијално МеђунароQна 4.0 (CC BY-NC 4.0 | https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).This paper is published and distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial International 4.0 licence (CC BY-NC 4.0 | https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).


